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To evaluate the effects of hypothyroidism on the quality of life of differentiated thyroid carcinoma patients 
undergoing postoperative iodine-131 (I131) therapy. A total of 140 thyroid carcinoma inpatients treated in 
our hospital from January 2016 to June 2017 were collected. All patients were treated with postoperative 
I131 therapy, and followed up for 3 years. The effect of I131 therapy on hypothyroidism was observed from the 
perspectives of gender, age, course of disease and I131. On this basis, multivariate logistic regression analysis 
was performed to screen the influencing factors for hypothyroidism in differentiated thyroid carcinoma 
patients undergoing postoperative I131 therapy, and the predictive model was established. Quality of life of 
patients was compared before and after I131 therapy, and the correlation between thyroid function indices 
and quality of life was further analyzed. The predictive value of I131 therapy after differentiated thyroid 
carcinoma surgery for the levels of thyroid function indices and quality of life was evaluated using receiver 
operating characteristic curve. A total of 140 patients undergoing I131 therapy after differentiated thyroid 
carcinoma surgery were enrolled. It was found through follow-up that the incidence rate of hypothyroidism 
was 35.00 % (49/140). The incidence of hypothyroidism after I131 therapy was related to the thyroid quality, 
course of disease, cumulative dose of I131 and operation method (p<0.01), but not related with gender, age 
or pathological type (p>0.05). The forest plot of multivariate logistic regression analysis results showed 
that thyroid quality, course of disease, I131 dose and operation method were independent risk factors for 
hypothyroidism after postoperative I131 therapy. Compared with before I131 therapy, each index of quality 
of life was significantly increased in differentiated thyroid carcinoma patients after postoperative I131 

therapy (p<0.05). The results of correlation analysis revealed that some indices of quality of life (physical 
function, bodily pain, social function and mental health) were all positively correlated with thyroid 
function indices total triiodothyronine, free triiodothyronine, free thyroxine, total thyroxine and thyroid 
stimulating hormone (p<0.05 or p<0.01). Other indices of quality of life (role physical, general health, 
vitality and role emotional) had no significant correlations with triiodothyronine, free triiodothyronine, 
free thyroxine, total thyroxine or thyroid stimulating hormone (p>0.05). The area under receiver operating 
characteristic curve of thyroid stimulating hormone level in differentiated thyroid carcinoma patients was 
0.819 (95 % CI: 0.744-0.893), and the optimal cutoff value was 0.63 mU/L. The cutoff value of I131 dose was 
7.35 GBq, and the area under receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.726 (95 % CI: 0.623-0.830). 
Hypothyroidism in differentiated thyroid carcinoma patients undergoing postoperative I131 therapy has a 
significant impact on quality of life. There are correlations between indices of quality of life and thyroid 
function indices. Postoperative I131 therapy not only mitigates the symptoms of hypothyroidism, but also 
improves the overall quality of life of patientsr
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Since the early 1990s, the incidence rate of thyroid 
carcinoma has dramatically risen, and it is particularly 
common in female cancers. Differentiated thyroid 
carcinoma (DTC) is a common type of thyroid carcinoma 
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in clinical endocrine breast surgery. DTC such as 
papillary thyroid carcinoma and follicular carcinoma 
accounts for about 96.40 % of thyroid carcinoma[1]. 
DTC can be surgically resected, and radionuclide 
iodine therapy and thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) 
suppression therapy are effective clinical treatment 
means, with generally good prognosis[2]. 

However, metastasis occurs in about 4-9 % of patient. 
Iodine-131 (I131) therapy is the main therapeutic method 
for patients with advanced DTC. It has been found 
that the overall survival rate of patients not treated 
with I131 is lower than that of patients treated with I131 

(10-year survival rate: about 10.02 % vs. 42.20 %)[3]. 
Before postoperative I131 therapy, the patient’s thyroid 
function is in decline. Hypothyroidism causes damage 
to hepatocytes through damaging mitochondrial 
membrane lipids, thus leading to various abnormalities 
in the body, such as dyslipidemia and insulin resistance, 
and even inducing liver cancer[4-6]. I131 therapy is a hot 
spot in clinical research currently, which is a widely-
used effective adjuvant therapy for thyroid carcinoma. 
However, the β rays of I131 therapy may destroy the 
thyroid follicular cells, enhance their apoptosis and 
weaken their proliferation ability. As a result, the 
number of thyroid follicular cells will gradually decline, 
resulting in inevitable hypothyroidism. 

The quality of life (QOL) expressing patients’ subjective 
feelings and the objective indices such as serum thyroid 
hormone level can be used to evaluate the therapeutic 
effect on DTC more comprehensively[7]. In recent 
years, tumor-free survival has become an important 
means of evaluating the therapeutic effect on patients. 
However, people have recognized that tumor treatment 
and management can improve QOL of patients. 
Therefore, the goal of cancer treatment is not only to 
increase the survival rate, but also to ensure QOL of 
patients, the latter of which is of great importance. 
Therefore, relevant issues should be considered from 
the evaluation of QOL of DTC patients[8]. In the present 
study, the efficacy of postoperative I131 therapy on DTC 
patients was analyzed, the influencing factors causing 
hypothyroidism were explored from age, gender, 
thyroid quality, course of disease and I131 dose, and 
the correlation between postoperative hypothyroidism 
and QOL of DTC patients was further detected, so as 
to provide a theoretical basis for the hospitalization 
management of patients treated with I131 therapy, guide 
the development of effective coping strategies, and 
improve QOL of patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects:

A total of 140 thyroid carcinoma inpatients treated 
in our hospital from January 2016 to June 2017 were 
collected. All patients underwent thyroid surgery after 
admission and they were diagnosed as DTC through 
postoperative pathology and then underwent I131 

therapy. There were 51 males and 89 females aged 
50.53 y old on average. Related data were inquired 
in our department and treatment places, and general 
data and laboratory examination data of patients were 
obtained. This study was reviewed and approved by the 
Medical Ethics Committee, and all patients and their 
families were informed and signed the consent.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria:

Inclusion criteria were as follows: patients with normal 
thyroid function before surgery, those undergoing 
thyroid surgery, those meeting the diagnostic criteria 
for DTC after surgery and those with solid thyroid 
space-occupying lesions confirmed by cervical 
ultrasound, CT and other imaging examinations. 
Finally, 140 DTC patients with a level of postoperative 
TSH>30 mU/l were enrolled. Exclusion criteria were 
as follows: patients with a history of mental disorders 
or severe heart, liver or kidney diseases or those with 
hypertension, diabetes mellitus or dyslipidemia.

I131 therapy: 

All patients were hospitalized at 7 d before I131 

therapy, during which they were instructed to keep a 
low-iodine diet and stop taking levothyroxine tablets. 
After admission, routine blood and urine examinations 
were performed, and the abdominal and thyroid color 
Doppler ultrasound examination, thyroid imaging, and 
detection of thyroid iodine uptake function and serum 
indices of thyroid function were also conducted. Based 
on the thyroid quality detected, course of disease and 
age, oral I131 therapy in different doses was given. After 
treatment, the patients were regularly followed up for 
3 y until June 2020, and the indices of thyroid function 
and QOL were detected.

Detection of serum thyroid function indices: 

Thyroid function indices were detected via 
radioimmunoassay, including TSH, total 
triiodothyronine (TT3), free triiodothyronine (FT3), 
free thyroxine (FT4), and total thyroxine (TT4).
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data were expressed as frequency or rate, and χ2 test 
was performed for intergroup comparison. The curative 
effect was analyzed using rank sum test. In combination 
with the clinical factors, variables with statistically 
significant differences in univariate analysis were 
used as candidate variables and incorporated into 
multivariate logistic regression model to establish the 
predictive model. The predictive value of relevant 
indices for patients was analyzed using receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) curve. p<0.05 was 
considered to be statistically significant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The curative effect on 140 patients with DTC at 
different time points after postoperative I131 therapy 
had statistically significant differences (p<0.05). 
The incidence rate of hypothyroidism was 35.00 % 
(49/140), and it had statistically significant differences 
at different time points after I131 therapy (χ2=39.83, 
p<0.01) (Table 1). The efficacy against hypothyroidism 
after I131 therapy was related to thyroid quality, course 
of disease, cumulative dose of I131 and operation method 
(p<0.01). However, the incidence of hypothyroidism 
after postoperative I131 therapy had no correlation with 
gender, age or pathological type (p>0.05) (Table 2).

The influencing factors for hypothyroidism in 140 DTC 
patients after postoperative I131 therapy were subjected 
to multivariate analysis. Variables with statistically 
significant differences in univariate analysis were 
incorporated into the analysis, with the occurrence 
of hypothyroidism as the dependent variable. It was 
found that thyroid quality, course of disease, I131 dose 
and operation method were independent risk factors 
for hypothyroidism after postoperative I131 therapy 
(fig. 1). Compared with before I131 therapy, each index 
of QOL was significantly increased in DTC patients 
after postoperative I131 therapy (p<0.05) (Table 3). 
Some indices of QOL (physical function, bodily pain, 
social function and mental health) were all positively 
correlated with thyroid function indices TT3, FT3, 
FT4, TT4 and TSH (p<0.05 or p<0.01). Other indices 

Assessment of therapeutic effects: 

Cure: The patients were followed up for more than 6 
months, the symptoms and signs of hypothyroidism 
completely disappeared, and the levels of serum 
TSH, TT3, FT3, FT4 and TT4 all returned to normal. 
Improvement: After I131 therapy, the symptoms of 
hypothyroidism were relieved, the signs partially 
disappeared, including recurrence, and the levels of 
serum TSH, TT3, FT3, FT4 and TT4 did not decline 
or rebounded after decline. Ineffectiveness: After 
I131 therapy, the symptoms of hypothyroidism had 
no improvement but became worse, and the levels 
of serum TSH, TT3, FT3, FT4 and TT4 could not 
decline. Occurrence of hypothyroidism: The patients 
had symptoms of hypothyroidism, the levels of serum 
TT3, FT3, FT4 and TT4 declined, while the level of 
TSH rose, and the symptoms of hypothyroidism were 
relieved after I131 therapy.

Assessment of health-related QOL: 

The Chinese version of the 36-item Short Form Health 
Survey (SF-36) questionnaire was used, which was 
slightly modified[9]. 8 health-related dimensions were 
detected: physical function, role physical, bodily 
pain, general health, vitality, social function, role 
emotional and mental health. The number of items 
in each dimension was different, so it was needed to 
convert the initial score of each dimension into 0-100 
points. The higher the score, the better the quality of 
this dimension. The comprehensive score was given 
using the SF-36 questionnaire in the predictive model 
evaluation, and converted into 82-100 points (good), 
51-81 points (medium) and 0-50 points (poor).

Statistical analysis: 

SPSS 25.0 software was used for statistical analysis. 
Quantitative data were expressed as mean±standard 
deviation. Independent-samples t test was performed 
for comparison between two groups, and F test was 
conducted for comparison among groups. Numerical 

Follow-up time (year) n Cure (%) Improvement (%) Ineffectiveness (%) Incidence rate of 
hypothyroidism (%)

0~ 74 52 (70.27 %) 19 (25.68 %) 3 (4.05 %) 41 (55.41 %)

1~ 38 32 (84.21 %) 6 (15.79 %) 0 5 (13.16 %)

2~ 22 20 (90.91 %) 2 (9.09 %) 0 2 (9.09 %)

3 6 6 (100.00 %) 0 0 1 (16.67 %)

Total 140 110 (78.57 %) 27 (19.29 %) 3 (2.14 %) 49 (35.00 %)

TABLE 1: FOLLOW-UP RESULTS OF PATIENTS AFTER I131 THERAPY
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level and QOL of patients was constructed. Evaluation 
of predictive model: The ROC curves of TSH level 
in detecting QOL of patients were plotted (fig. 2  
and fig. 3). It was found that the area under the ROC curve 
of TSH level was 0.819 (95 % CI: 0.744-0.893), and 
the optimal cutoff point was 0.63 mU/l. The diagnostic 
sensitivity and specificity of TSH were 73.16 % and 
82.72 %, respectively. The cutoff value of I131 dose was 

of QOL (role physical, general health, vitality and role 
emotional) had no significant correlations with TT3, 
FT3, FT4, TT4 or TSH (p>0.05) (Table 4).

The median TSH level was 0.26 mU/l in good QOL 
group, which was significantly lower than that in 
medium QOL group (0.51 mU/l) (U=59.0, p<0.05) and 
poor QOL group (0.97 mU/l) (U=53.0, p<0.05). On this 
basis, the ROC curves of the relationship between TSH 

Influencing factor Parameter
Hypothyroidism (n) P

Yes (+) No (-)

Gender 
Female 33 56 0.496
Male 16 35

Age 
<45 30 44 0.146
≥45 19 47

Thyroid quality
<60 g 46 59 0.000
≥60 g 3 32

Course of disease
<0.5 21 17 0.002
≥0.5 28 74

Cumulative dose of I131
2.50-4.50 GBq 37 49 0.000
4.60-9.50 GBq 12 42

Operation method

Total resection 24 76 0.000
Subtotal resection 13 11

Lobectomy 12 4

Pathological type
Papillary carcinoma 37 79 0.091
Follicular carcinoma 12 12

TABLE 2: UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF EFFICACY ON HYPOTHYROIDISM AFTER I131 THERAPY

Item Before I131 therapy (mean) After I131 therapy (mean) t p
Physical function 60.99±13.06 82.62±20.13 8.07 <0.05
Role physical 58.42±19.64 73.95±21.17 3.62 <0.05
Bodily pain 52.98±18.21 80.01±22.74 9.65 <0.05
General health 43.52±16.97 61.59±19.28 6.13 <0.05
Vitality 49.47±12.35 62.13±17.35 5.38 <0.05
Social function 53.36±20.15 80.00±20.72 9.14 <0.05
Role emotional 58.21±10.83 69.29±12.30 2.99 <0.05
Mental health 48.76±12.51 81.54±15.89 10.32 <0.05

TABLE 3: QOL BEFORE AND AFTER I131 THERAPY

 

Fig. 1: Forest plot of predictive model of hypothyroidism in DTC patients
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7.35 GBq, the area under the ROC curve was 0.726  
(95 % CI: 0.623-0.830), and the diagnostic sensitivity 
and specificity were 71.86 % and 80.07 %, respectively.

Among thyroid malignancies, thyroid carcinoma is the 
most common endocrine carcinoma with an increasing 
incidence rate in the past few years, and it is also the 
top five tumors in women. DTC is the main histological 
subtype, and it has a low mortality rate, but recurrence 

and complications are still problems plaguing the 
patients with DTC[10]. DTC frequently occurs in middle-
aged women and children, and its clinical manifestation 
is single thyroid nodules with hard texture. Enlargement 
of cervical lymph nodes is the first sign in about 10 % 
of cases. Despite progress in the treatment of DTC 
recently, including surgery, radioactive iodine therapy 
and endocrine therapy using levothyroxine, the overall 
survival rate of patients with DTC is still far from 
satisfactory[11]. I131 therapy has become the preferred 
clinical treatment method for DTC, which can well 
improve the prognosis of disease. I131, an isotope of 
iodine, is a radiopharmaceutical, and it will be absorbed 
by the stomach and intestines into the blood after oral 
administration. Then the β rays emitted by it are used 
to shrink the swollen thyroid gland, thereby exerting 
a therapeutic effect, with little impact on surrounding 
tissues. However, the high incidence of hypothyroidism 
after I131 therapy is a problem urgently to be solved [12]. 
Due to the particularity of disease treatment, patients 
will suffer from anxiety and depression, affecting QOL. 
At present, the correlation between thyroid hormone 
levels and QOL after postoperative I131 therapy for 
DTC has been rarely studied. In the present study, 
such a correlation was explored, and the impact of 
hypothyroidism after postoperative I131 therapy on QOL 
of DTC patients was investigated. 

DTC patients with different pathological bases have 
different incidence rates of hypothyroidism after 
postoperative I131 therapy. The clinical manifestations 
of patients vary, and the treatment effect is also greatly 
different. It is of important clinical significance to 
find out the influencing factors for the efficacy and 
overall prognosis of DTC patients after surgery, 
besides individual physical differences. The effects 
of gender, thyroid autoantibody levels, age and 
replacement therapy dose on hypothyroidism in the 
treatment of Graves’ disease with radioactive I131 have 
been evaluated[13]. Riley et al.[14] studied the impacts 
of gender, age, course of disease, thyroid quality and 

 

Fig. 2: ROC curve for cutoff value of TSH

 
Fig. 3: ROC curve for I131 therapy

Item  TT3 (nmol/l) FT3 (pmol/l) FT4 (pmol/l) TT4 (nmol/l) TSH (mU/l)
r p r p r p r p r p

Physical function 0.163 0.008 0.355 0.000 0.284 0.019 0.437 0.031 0.396 0.000
Role physical 0.071 0.624 0.024 0.231 0.003 0.387 0.056 0.720 0.341 0.265
Bodily pain 0.562 0.006 0.042 0.003 0.509 0.018 0.021 0.032 0.624 0.002
General health 0.008 0.777 0.074 0.053 0.168 0.813 0.082 0.056 0.096 0.051
Vitality 0.365 0.102 0.087 0.059 0.274 0.762 0.098 0.067 0.138 0.058
Social function 0.675 0.008 0.661 0.018 0.690 0.021 0.703 0.005 0.362 0.008
Role emotional 0.049 0.132 0.253 0.064 0.042 0.535 0.118 0.614 0.339 0.165
Mental health 0.820 0.001 0.587 0.000 0.516 0.018 0.729 0.033 0.621 0.007

TABLE 4: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INDICES OF THYROID FUNCTION AND QOL
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I131 dose on the incidence rate of hypothyroidism after 
I131 therapy, and found that age, course of disease, 
thyroid quality and I131 dose were all factors affecting 
the incidence rate of hypothyroidism. In this study, 
the incidence rate of hypothyroidism was 35.00 % 
(49/140) in 140 DTC patients undergoing postoperative 
I131 therapy. The results of univariate analysis revealed 
that the efficacy against hypothyroidism was related 
to the thyroid quality, course of disease, cumulative 
dose of I131 and operation method, and the differences 
were statistically significant (p<0.01). Furthermore, 
the influencing factors were incorporated into the 
multivariate logistic regression model. It was found 
that the thyroid quality, course of disease, cumulative 
dose of I131 and operation method were independent 
risk factors for hypothyroidism after postoperative I131 
therapy, similar to the conclusion of the above studies.

In recent years, people’s living standards have kept 
rising, and both health concepts and medical models 
have also changed. People have begun to pay more 
attention not only to survival time, but also to QOL. 
Whether QOL of thyroid cancer patients is different 
from that of normal people is a matter of interest in the 
medical field. To provide reliable clinical information 
for the hospitalization management and early 
psychological intervention of patients with thyroid 
carcinoma, it is necessary to study the influence of 
radioactive iodine therapy on QOL of patients. Daniel 
et al.[15] found that I131 therapy after surgical resection 
could greatly improve QOL of patients. In this study, 
QOL of patients was compared before and after I131 
therapy according to the SF-36 questionnaire. It was 
found that role physical, physical function, bodily pain, 
social function and mental health were all significantly 
superior after I131 therapy to those before I131 therapy, 
indicating that I131 therapy has a good curative effect. 
Considering the fact that liver dysfunction may occur 
in DTC patients after operation due to thyroid hormone 
levels affecting the health of patients, AI Hassan et al. 
[16] studied the correlation between liver function indices 
and serum indices of thyroid function. In this study, the 
correlation between thyroid function indices and QOL 
was further analyzed, and it was found that QOL indices 
physical function, bodily pain, social function and 
mental health were positively correlated with thyroid 
function indices TT3, FT3, FT4, TT4 and TSH (p<0.05 
or p<0.01). Many scholars, strictly in accordance with 
the guidelines of the American Thyroid Association in 
2015, take TSH as a screening index for DTC. Patients 
are usually grouped based on the postoperative TSH 
level, and then the changes in hypothyroidism and 

liver damage are compared[17]. However, the cutoff 
value of TSH level in predicting tumor progression or 
recurrence has not been clarified yet currently. In this 
study, therefore, ROC curve analysis was conducted 
for the TSH level according to the guidelines of the 
American Thyroid Association. The results showed 
that the optimal cutoff point of TSH level was 0.63 
mU/l, that is, TSH at 0.63 mU/l has a better predictive 
value for QOL. Besides, the TSH level in DTC patients 
was observed after I131 therapy, and its correlation with 
I131 therapy was confirmed. At present, a fixed dose is 
mostly adopted in research based on the differentiated 
thyroid carcinoma guidelines[18], which has defects in 
guiding the efficacy of I131 therapy. For this reason, the 
cutoff value of I131 dose was explored in this study. The 
results manifested that the cutoff value of I131 dose was 
7.35 GBq, suggesting that I131 therapy at a dose of 7.35 
GBq has a better therapeutic effect on DTC patients.

In conclusion, many influencing factors should be 
considered in the I131 therapy of hypothyroidism 
in DTC patients. QOL of patients will be affected 
by hypothyroidism after I131 therapy. Determining 
the appropriate level of TSH for prediction and the 
appropriate therapeutic dose of I131 for controlling 
TSH level is conducive to the improvement of QOL of 
patients.
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